Recruit Release Notes  Changes Launching 2017-07-13

Panorama
Our Panorama project will be adding extra functionality to the CSV downloads found throughout Recruit in order to provide more robust reporting capability. One of the first steps toward that goal is improving the performance of grid filtering and column sorting. **Updates to grid filters or columns are now live updating** with no page reload, which means users will have a smoother, snappier experience when using Recruit grids.

We have also been hard at work on our next big story in the Panorama project, an **updated grid filter UI**. Though this update will not hit your production sites with this week's deploy, this will be a big visual change to the applicant grid that you may want to prepare your campus users for.

Recruitments
References used to receive a somewhat terse message when the applicant’s request for their letter was rescinded. We replaced the old messaging with a **kinder and more informative error message**.

Welcome to UC Irvine AP Recruit — Submit a Letter of Reference

**Error**

*Could not log in: The provided reference credentials have been revoked — this could be due to an email address change or removal of the reference request by the applicant. Please contact the applicant if you have any questions.*
UC Path

We have been preparing for the UC Path rollout for several months now, but this is the first time a UC Path-related change is hitting the Recruit site. In order to set the stage for the eventual UC Path title code updates, we now support 6-digit title codes in Recruit, which means that existing title codes have extra zeros prepended to them.

Exemptions
This sprint, we rectified a glaring omission on the Exemptions page. Analysts will be able to easily view the exemption **hiring type column** on the exemptions grid, giving them quicker access to information at a glance as opposed to them being forced to click into each exemption request.

Bugs ‘n Stuff
- We fixed an issue on the Apply page where using the search bar would sometimes cause similarly named recruitments to display under the incorrect department header
- We have updated screenshots on our help documentation with the new decline reasons